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NORTHERN ONTARIO EXPO WELCOMES BACK HOOD EQUIPMENT CANADA FOR TIMMINSCON 2024 
 
 

TIMMINS, ON: Today, Hood Equipment Canada have signed on once again as a sponsor for TimminsCon 2024.  This marks the third year that 
Hood Equipment Canada have joined forces with the Northern Ontario Expo, a not-for-profit organization who’s annual TimminsCon is the 
premiere pop-culture festival in Northern Ontario. 
 
Speaking on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Northern Ontario Expo, Board President Jason Denis expressed his sincere appreciated on 
having Hood Equipment Canada continue with their support for TimminsCon’s annual event. 
 
“Being a family run business and knowing the importance of hard work, Hood Equipment Canada sees the hard work that our volunteer-based 
board of directors do to put on this annual event.  Their continued support goes a long way in helping us achieve our goals and continues to help 
us come back every year”. 
 
Join Hood Equipment Canada, and the Northern Ontario Expo for TimminsCon 2024 this April 20th & 21st at the McIntyre Community Centre in 
Timmins, Ontario. 
 
ABOUT HOOD EQUIPMENT CANADA:  Bruce Hynnes founded Hood Logging Equipment in 1984 with 6 slashers and a parts and service department 
he ran out of his garage. Over the last 36 years Bruce has watch his fledging business grow to a 30 person operation servicing Central Canada from 
Alberta to Southern Ontario.  Bruce Hynnes founded Hood Logging 36 years ago and is now proud to see his dream has grown into a 30 person 
operation.  With the addition of excavators in the early 90′s Hood has enjoyed substantial growth by expanding from primarily logging equipment 
and into the construction and mining industries. We now supply over a thousand companies across Central Canada and the Northern States. 
Hynnes believes that our ability to service such a diverse base of clientele is due in large part to the versatility of products in accommodating 
attachments. “Our customers often need an excavator with specific attachments,” says Hynnes. “Versatility is what our clients need and its what 
we deliver.” 
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